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The armatures are ])lace(l in a latlie and the wires leading from

the core to the comnuitatoi- are cut out witli a knife as the

lathe revolves.

(See No. 1 of Deft's. Ex. "C: an armature i)rior to above

operation.)
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The cores are tlien heated over a gas fiame for about 20 min-

utes (the flames coming up from a range within the metal box

above). The purpose of the heating is to k)osen the old wires

and old insulation so that they may l^e easily removed.





After the arniatiires are laid out on a metal to}) table and

slightly cooled, they are placed in a V-shaped slot, and a steel

chisel is driven down between the mass of old wires which have

been loosened by heating, and the old wires are ])ried out.

(See No. 2 of Deft's. Ex. "C": an armature i)ri()r to al)ove

operation.)
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Tlie ai'inatiires are thoii ])laccHl in a machine equij^ped witli

a ;;niall saw that resk^ts eaeli connnntatur l)ar at the place where

the old wires were soldered in (i. e. at the end of the commntator

closest to the core). This machine operates by suspendinu' tlie

shaft on which tlie core and commutator are mounted between

a chimi), and the saw-blade al)out one and one-half inches in

diameter is moved up to each slot by means of a lever, and the

shaft is rotated by hand. Any solder remaining- in the slots is

removed with a small metal ])ick.

(See No. 3 of Deft's. Ex. -'C": an armature after above

operation.)
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The plaeenient of the coimniitatoi- on the sliai't is checked

with a pair of calipers by measuring' from the point on the

shaft where the bearing rides to the front end of the comnni-

tatoi's, as shown above. The distance from the core to the com-

mutator is measured with a metal rule.
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Any ei'TOTs in the mounting- of the core or coninuitatoT on tlie

shaft are cori-eeted b\' means of adjnstinii,' tlieir resj)eetivo

placements by means of an arl)or j)ress. The laminations of

almost every core are pressured together on this same press

before any further steps are taken. This latter operation (illus-

trated above) is done to realign any laminations which may

have l)ecome somewhat se})arated.
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A test is given to insure that none of the bars on the coni-

mutator are grounded to the shaft, or shorted. This is done by

rotating the end of a live wire over the commutator, and at the

same time having the shaft grounded.
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'Hien each portion of the shaft leadiii.u' from each side of tlie

core is insiihited by approximately hve wrappings of ])a])er

around the sliaft as it protrudes from each end of the coi-e. Tlie

insulation is al)out an inch or so in length. Each slot in the core

is also insulated by ])lacing therein a folded insulating ])aj)er

approximately the size of a cigarette paper; and each surface end

of the core is insulated with a heavy i)ressed cardboard which

has been stamjvcut the sha])e of the surface ending of the

core (this latter type of insulation is pictured at the lower right

and left of the alcove illustration). All three types of insulation

are shown above.

(See No. 4 of Deft's. Ex. "C": an armature after above

operation.)
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Ap])T()xiiiiately 95^^ of the avniatures are rewound on a Clia])-

luan winder shown al)ove. This machine is designed to rewind

armatures with fourteen-sk^t cores. Those which have a differ-

ent numl)er of slots nuist ])e rewound l)y liand. This machine

has a hithe, in which are two jaws that liold the laminated core

in such a mamier that tlie shaft extends perpendicularly from
the axis of the lathe an equal distance in each direction. Two
strands of wire lead from two different reels U]) through the top

of tlie machine, over pulleys and down to the armature in the

jaws of the lathe. Two sizes of wire (Nos. 16 and 17) are used

in the winding, depending ui)on the electrical output expected out

of the generator; i.e. a heavier wire can give a greater OTitput.

Each coil is wound with six complete turns. On each turn, the

wii'e in the slot on one side of the core leads into the slot on

the direct opi)osite side of the core. There are two coils in each

slot, making, therefore, in the case of a fourteen-slot core,

twenty-eight coils. Upon the completion of each coil, that is,

after six turns, the wire is laid u]) over the commutator-end of

the shaft as shown above, and, at the conclusion of the next coil

following, that particular wire is cut near the connnutator-end

of the shaft and the lead end of the wire folded back. However,

the lead ends on the top coils of the half of the core that is

lastly wound are not cut b}' the winder operator, because there

is no necessity of cutting them, but are left suspended in a loop

over the comnuitator end of the shaft. The only reason for cut-

ting the other wires is because they are from coils that are

underneath and, if they were not cut, the wire from the top coil

would Innd them down to the shaft.
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The armature is then phieed in a hithe-like clamp, called Ji

bench center, which clamp suspends the armature by holding it

at each end of the shaft. Then all of the wires which were not

j)reviousl}' cut l)y the operator on the windin,^- machine are cut,

and this leaves fifty-six leads, with two leads to each coil, and

two coils to each slot. Wooden wedges are then driven over the

top of the wires and into each slot of the laminated core, as illus-

trated above. This is for the purpose of holding the wires in

the slots.

(See No. 5 of Deft's. Ex. "C": an armature after above

operation.)
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The leads are pulled down in three equal gvuups and the ends

of the leads inserted mto an electrically driven machine with

two wire rollers operating- in oi)i)osite directions, which cleans

all of the insulation from the leads for a distance of ahout two

inches from the ends of the leads. These leads extend approxi-

mately four inches out of the slots of the core.

The leads from the top coils are folded hack over the core,

and then the leads from the bottom coils are similarly folded

back. This is onh^ for the purpose of making them easily avail-

able to the operator when he is connecting them with the com-

mutator. There are four sets of leads, corresponding with the

sets of coils in the armature. These leads are inserted firmly

in i)lace by means of a small chisel. As the leads are connected,

the operator rotates the armature. A connection of a set of leads

is completed with each rotation. As each complete rotation is

made, the wdres which now lead from the core to the commutator

are insulated by wrapping with insulating ])a])er ai)proximately

one and one-half inches in width. Since there are four complete

sets of leads, this makes three sets of insulation, the top leads

being exposed. Twine is then wrapped around just behind the

commutator with about seven turns so in the event the soldering

holding the leads into the commutator becomes hot, the cord will

still keep the leads in place.
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Solder flux is painted around the eonnnutator where the wires

have been tapped into the slots. The whole commutator is then

immersed into solder, as shown above, the solder only adhering

to the band where the flux has been applied.
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The armatures are then phiced on end into a tray (illustrated

above) and the tray is lowered into an insulating varnish, where

it remains for al)out fifteen or twenty minutes, so that the cotton

insulation of the wire will be completely saturated. The tray is

then raised, and the armatures drained for approximately thirty

minutes.
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'Hie arniatiu-es are placed in an electric oven, as shown above,

and baked overnight at a temperature of a])out two himdred and
fifty degrees.

Note: The total day's production is generally dipped and

baked at one time.

(See No. 6 of Deft's. Ex. "C": an armature after above

operation.)
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The armature is taken from the oven and jjlaced in a hithe

where the commutator is planed down sufficiently to true the

brush surface of the commutator.
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The end of the shaft of the armature is ])laced into a chuck

and is rotated, and hy a])])lying an abrasive cloth, as shown

above, to the surface of the laminated core, the shaft and the

commutator, the same are polished, and all the excess varnish

is removed from the metal.
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Tlie armature is then placed between centers and a small saw

blade, approximately one-quarter inch m diameter, cuts the level

of the mica insulation between the comnnitator bars to a level

below that of the STirface of the bars of the conmiutator.
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Tlie armature is tested for shorts. This is done by placing" the

armature onto a magnetic growler (that is, by setting the core

part on the magnet) and if there is a short in the armature, a

thin metal l)lade will he attracted to the core, as shown above.
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The armature is tested to see if it is ,a,T()unded by touching' one

wire to the shaft and the other to the conimutator, and if it is

grounded, the connection is made and a light attachment is

illuminated.
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The shafts are then checked for imdersize with a micrometer.

If the shaft is too far midersize, it has to be knurled or sleeved.

The process of knurling is iUustrated above. The shaft is rough-

ened so that it will fit snugly with a l)earing. If the shaft is too

small to l)e knurled, it must be turned down on a lathe and a

metal sleeve driven over it. About fifty percent of the shafts

nuist be knurled, and al)ont fifteen percent must be sleeved.
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Tlie armatures are then finally checked by rotatini;- the cunnnu-

tators under a micrometer. This is done foi' the purpose of insur-

ing that evei-y l)ar of the commutator is of approximately the

same height, otherwise proper contact with the generator brushes

will not l)e made. This test is illustrated on the left side of the

above picture.

The ends of the shafts are then rethreaded (upper right) and

the armatures and ready for l)oxing.

(See No. 7 of Deft's. Ex. "(?": a completed rewound arma-

ture of the Plt'f. Company.)

[Endorsed]: No. 8437Y Civ. Joint Exhibit No. 1. Filed

5/23, 1939. R. S. Zinnnerman, Clerk. By L. J. Somers, Deputy

Clerk.
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